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Summary

The new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe are increasingly engaging in international democracy support, especially in the former Soviet Union and the Western Balkans. They have leveraged their membership in a number of Euro-Atlantic international organizations and used their bilateral diplomatic ties with democratization laggards to motivate and pressure them to observe democratic norms and practices. They are also been supplying small but growing amounts of democracy assistance.

The democracy promotion efforts of these countries—countries that are still grappling with some domestic democracy issues of their own—have been limited in scope and inconsistent, ad hoc, and given a low priority at times. Still, these countries have very recent, in fact ongoing experience with democratization that gives them valuable expertise and perspectives that other donors do not have, and therefore special credibility in the eyes of recipients. They also tend to tailor their efforts to the needs of their recipients and work primarily in their neighborhood, where they have considerable knowledge of local sociopolitical realities and where their own experiences are highly relevant.

The Eastern EU democracy promoters have also managed to keep the countries in the post-communist space that are not democratizing fast enough relatively high on the agenda of a number of Euro-Atlantic organizations. These efforts, however, have not yet produced the desired liberalization of neighboring autocracies. They have been important in inspiring and preparing prodemocratic forces in neighboring hybrid regimes to organize several electoral revolutions in the 2000s, but even such democratization has proven short-lived in many cases.
Introduction

Since the end of the Cold War, supporting the diffusion of democratic norms and practices around the world has become a priority of many Western governmental and nongovernmental actors. Although democracy support began to encounter fatigue within Western policy circles in the last decade,1 some of the new democracies in Eastern Europe, Latin America, Africa, and Asia have started engaging in such work. These countries, which were previously recipients of democracy assistance, represent a new generation of international democracy supporters. Their own political transitions give them firsthand experience with democratization, and therefore credibility with new recipients, as well as valuable expertise that other donors of democracy assistance do not have. They tend to work in their own neighborhoods, where they have extensive knowledge of local sociopolitical realities and where their own experiences are highly relevant.

Recognizing these advantages of new democracies as democracy promoters, the U.S. policy community has encouraged, supported, and made use of their experience. Yet their activism has not been carefully assessed, an oversight that represents a missed opportunity for encouraging better cooperation. The focus here is on one group of such countries, the Eastern European members of the European Union (EU)—Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia—and on the advantages and limitations of their efforts to date.

Some of these countries, such as Poland, Lithuania, and Slovakia, began investing in the democratization of their neighborhood almost immediately after their own democratic breakthroughs. Most of them started supporting democratization abroad within the first decade of beginning their own democratic transitions. Democracy promotion became a stated priority for most of them after their accession to NATO and especially to the EU.

The Eastern European members of the EU use bilateral diplomatic channels to pressure and persuade democratic laggards in the post-communist space (and beyond) to observe democratic norms and principles. They have further leveraged their membership into various Euro-Atlantic organizations to keep democracy promotion in the European neighborhood on the agenda of these organizations and shape its implementation. Most of them have transformed their fledgling development aid systems into platforms for democracy assistance. And some civic organizations from these countries are active players in democracy support.
It should be noted that Eastern EU democracy promotion has at times been inconsistent, ad hoc, and of only low priority. Often, violations of democracy and human rights abroad have been a concern more in rhetoric than in reality. Moreover, only the Czech Republic, Poland, and Slovakia have become noteworthy democracy promoters and only in their neighborhood. The democracy promotion commitments of Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, and Lithuania have at times been somewhat feeble, limited in scope, or erratic. Bulgaria, Slovenia, and to a lesser degree Romania have shown little interest in assisting democratization outside their borders.

### Pro-Democratic Diplomacy

Eastern European democracy promoters have made extensive use of their bilateral diplomatic channels to allow democratization laggards in the post-communist space a glimpse of what democracy looks like close to home and to give them encouragement and know-how to move forward with reforms. Elites from many of the Eastern EU countries have used various regional bilateral forums to discuss the political, social, and economic benefits of democracy; to persuade illiberal elites in the Balkans and the former USSR that democracy would be beneficial for them and for their nations; and to socialize representatives from these countries in the practices of democracy. Regular diplomatic interactions have also allowed Eastern EU leaders to share how they have solved transition problems similar to the ones facing democratization laggards in the European neighborhood and to demonstrate to them how democratic institutions are set up and how they function in the democratization leaders in Eastern Europe. Most of the post-communist democracy promoters have further used their bilateral contacts to quietly but more or less consistently exert peer pressure on counterparts in their region to keep up democratization reforms.

In addition, the Eastern European democracy promoters have supported and, in some cases, sought to influence the democratization work of major Euro-Atlantic regional international organizations such as the EU, Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, Council of Europe, and NATO. Recognizing their own diplomatic limitations, many of the Eastern EU countries have sought to involve democratization laggards from their neighborhood in various Euro-Atlantic cooperation initiatives as a way to anchor them in the democratic community. At the same time, even as some Western governments and nongovernmental organizations began showing growing signs of
skepticism and fatigue over democracy promotion in recent years, a majority of the Eastern European governments worked to maintain support for the democratization of the post-communist region as a priority for these regional international organizations.

The post-communist members have argued for further EU and NATO enlargement to the east and southeast as well as for enhancing cooperation with these countries in the meantime. They have managed to accelerate the accession of the Western Balkans (mainly Croatia) and to create a special EU instrument for the Union’s immediate eastern neighbors—the Eastern Partnership, which was launched in 2009. The strongest advocates of the European integration of the Western Balkans have been Slovenia, Hungary, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic, and to a lesser extent Romania and Bulgaria. Poland and the Baltic countries have also supported the EU’s southeastern enlargement, albeit primarily to open the way for a next round of enlargement—this time to the east. Because the EU had grouped the European republics of the former USSR with other countries in Eurasia and the Mediterranean without membership prospective, some of the post-communist members argued for a special EU policy for the immediate Eastern EU neighbors. Even before it was an EU member, Poland circulated a proposal for such enhanced cooperation that reinforces the Union’s support for the democratization and European integration of these countries; the proposal was endorsed and presented through the Visegrad group, actively supported by the Baltic states, and eventually introduced as a joint Polish-Swedish initiative. In addition, Poland and Lithuania played a leading role in steering the EU’s response to the Ukrainian electoral revolution of 2004 and subsequently lobbied for offering Kiev the prospect of membership. It was not until after the Russian-Georgian war of 2008 that the Eastern Partnership was passed, however, and not until after the 2010 presidential elections in Ukraine (seen by some as a step back in the country’s democratization) that Kiev was offered a membership prospective. Whether other European Partnership countries such as Moldova would be put on an enlargement track and when Western Balkan countries such as Macedonia and Serbia will be accepted into the European Union still remain unclear. Moreover, despite the hopes and expectations of its supporters, the Eastern Partnership seems stillborn, as it offers too few strong and timely democratization incentives, too little democratization assistance, and not enough benefits to the transition front-runners while offering too many benefits to the transition laggards.

Despite the hopes and expectations of its supporters, the Eastern Partnership seems stillborn, as it offers too few strong and timely democratization incentives, too little democratization assistance, and not enough benefits to the transition front-runners while offering too many benefits to the transition laggards.
success for such initiatives as trade and visa liberalization for Ukraine, Serbia, Montenegro, and Macedonia. The goal has been not only to give these democratization laggards incentives for further reform in the short term but also to advance the diffusion of democratic norms and practices in the long run. And given how onerous EU integration requirements are, many of the new Eastern European members have set up special cooperation mechanisms or programs to guide their partners’ efforts to move closer to Brussels. For instance, there is a Ukrainian unit in the Polish committee for European integration devoted to assisting Kiev with political and administrative reforms and a similar annual program run by Bratislava called “Slovak Aid in the Implementation of the Action Plan EU-Ukraine.”

Additionally, many of the Eastern EU states have worked to strengthen the EU’s response to undemocratic regimes in the immediate eastern neighborhood. Poland, Lithuania, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia have kept the Belarusian question on the table. Moreover, these proponents of “critical dialogue” managed to persuade the EU to include Belarus in the Eastern Partnership. However, the brutal repressions after the 2010 presidential elections in Belarus signaled the failure of this approach and left the EU’s policy toward Belarus “in complete shatters.”

Moreover, although the post-communist members have weakened the EU’s “Russia first” approach toward the former USSR republics, they have been less successful in strengthening the EU's democratization agenda vis-à-vis Russia. On the one hand, only Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland, and to a lesser degree the Czech Republic have been actively advocating for a more critical EU engagement with Russia. Many of the other Eastern EU countries have tended to prioritize their political, economic, or energy needs above their concerns about the democratization record of Russia. On the other hand, even Eastern EU elites who have spoken up about violations of human rights and democratic norms in Russia have encountered much resistance from big Western EU powers such as France, Germany, and Italy, which have sought to maintain their “special” strategic relationship with Moscow. Thus, the question of EU-Russian relations, which includes related issues such as the independence and democratization of Georgia, Ukraine, Moldova, and Belarus, has deeply divided the EU.

In general, it has been difficult for the Eastern EU elites to advance their democracy promotion initiatives within the Union because of Western EU perceptions that the post-communist countries are closer to the United States than to Western EU countries in terms of their efforts to support democratization abroad as well as in terms of their overall foreign policy orientation. The Eastern European democracy promoters, much like the United States, have a more political approach to supporting democratization abroad than the Western EU countries, many of which share a more developmental approach.
have a more political approach to supporting democratization abroad than the Western EU countries, many of which share a more developmental approach. At the same time, the post-communist donors, again like Washington, are perceived to be more “idealist,” that is, to accord higher diplomatic priority to democratization questions than many of their Western counterparts. In the mid-2000s, for example, when the EU discussed lifting sanctions against Cuba, there was strong principled opposition from a handful of member states, headed by the Czech Republic and supported by Poland. Likewise, some of the Eastern EU states similarly opposed the lifting of the arms embargo on China. Moreover, all of the Eastern European countries supported, directly or indirectly, the controversial “freedom agenda” of the Bush administration. Some Eastern European elites argued at home and at the EU level for participating in the U.S.-led coalition of the willing because of the repressiveness of Saddam Hussein’s regime. Their Western counterparts (and in some cases their domestic opponents as well) suspected, however, that the reason Eastern EU governments wanted to participate was strategic: namely, to support their primary partner in defense, security, and often in foreign policy—the United States. Western European sentiment toward this foreign policy decision of the Eastern EU members was captured in an infamous outburst by French President Jacques Chirac, who said the post-communist countries had missed an opportunity “to shut up.” Overall, the democracy promotion initiatives of the Eastern EU countries have sometimes suffered in the eyes of Western Europeans from their association with a broader pro-U.S. orientation.

The democracy promotion initiatives of the Eastern EU countries have sometimes suffered in the eyes of Western Europeans from their association with a broader pro-U.S. orientation.

Moreover, established donors, especially in Western Europe, have been further dismissive of the Eastern European democracy promotion initiatives because of both the democratization and the democracy promotion records of these countries. Romania, for instance, has been routinely criticized by the EU for its crippling governance and rule of law problems. Questions have also been raised about the democratic commitments of what were earlier seen as democratic success stories: Most recently, the Hungarian conservative government that came to power in 2010 has attracted serious criticism in Europe for implementing a controversial media law and constitutional reforms that observers consider “not compatible with European Union values.” Similarly, criticism of Russia’s human rights record by Baltic countries has been considerably weakened by the treatment of their own Russian minorities. Even in active democracy promoters, such as Slovakia, both democracy (human/minority rights in particular) and democracy promotion were in trouble during the rule of the nationalist and populist left from 2006 to 2010.
Additionally, Eastern EU diplomatic support for democratization abroad has often been ad hoc and inconsistent. Unless such support is championed by a prominent political figure or pushed hard by local civic democracy promoters, it can indeed be weak. Also, domestic political and personnel shifts and changing budget realities still undermine rather dramatically the consistency of the foreign policy priorities of some of the Eastern EU countries and consequently of their democracy promotion efforts as well. Furthermore, Eastern European support for the democratization and EU integration of the Union’s post-communist neighbors has often been overshadowed by other foreign policy objectives such as maintaining good and friendly (and not least economic) relations with these recipients. Slovenia made the European perspective of the Western Balkans the centerpiece of its EU presidency in the first half of 2008, for example, yet it blocked Croatia’s EU accession because of a border dispute.

The case of Croatia is a good example of another problem of Eastern European democracy promotion: unconditional support for certain enlargement favorites. Slovakia, among other Eastern EU countries, has actively supported Croatia’s bid for EU membership, while many other EU countries blocked it because of Croatia’s poor cooperation with the Hague Tribunal. Similarly, many Eastern EU leaders tend not to criticize in public the democratization record of their neighbors or countries with pro-Western governments, such as Ukraine under Viktor Yushchenko and Georgia under Mikheil Saakashvili. Moreover, Poland and the Baltic countries in particular have often actively lobbied against criticizing and sanctioning Ukraine and Belarus, openly and explicitly expressing concerns that “if we do not talk to them, Moscow will.”18 In the same way, fervent and unconditional support of Georgia in the Georgian-Russian war of 2008 by Poland and the Baltic states, concerned about a resurgent Russia, was a deeply divisive issue within the EU.

Further from their backyard, such compromises have been even more shameless: Poland, for instance, recognized as free and fair some of Kazakhstan’s elections that OSCE election monitors denounced (Kazakhstan is considered by Polish elites to be an important energy partner).19 Similarly, while Czech criticism of Beijing’s human rights record and its support for the Dalai Lama have persisted despite losses in trade with China, Tibet was not included in the geographic priorities of the Czech Transition Promotion Department, and the Czech government has been happy to welcome Chinese trade delegations to Prague.20 More recently, Prague advised the EU against “speaking out in favor of human rights in Libya” during the 2011 wave of anti-regime protests in the Middle East and North Africa.21

In general, despite the “idealist” reputation of the Eastern European democracy promoters and the expressions by Eastern European elites of personal and official solidarity with leaders in countries struggling with democracy, the post-communist capitals have defined and pursued democracy abroad primarily as
a practical approach to handling some of their main foreign policy objectives: They have seen it as an investment in improving the international environment for their own young democratic orders. Accordingly, when the implications of Eastern EU pro-democratic diplomacy have come into conflict with core foreign policy goals, the latter have usually taken precedence.

Some post-communist EU members have also participated actively in the debates about the EU’s general democracy promotion initiatives, such as the 2006 reform of the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights and the ongoing preparatory work for an EU-wide strategic framework to strengthen the Union’s contribution to democracy building around the world—the so-called Consensus on Democracy. The Czech Republic, Poland, and Slovakia have been the most active on this front, at both the governmental and nongovernmental levels. Together with other Western EU members, they successfully lobbied for keeping a separate instrument for democracy and human rights programs and on making that instrument more flexible. They were, however, unsuccessful in defending the UK proposal for the establishment of a European democracy assistance agency. Also, the Czech Republic prioritized the Consensus on Democracy initiative during its EU presidency in the first half of 2009 but failed to rally the Union behind it. This was in part because of the divisions among EU members on how democracy should be supported abroad and in part because of the domestic political crisis in the Czech Republic at the time of the Czech EU presidency, which undermined Prague’s influence at the EU level.

Regardless of their shared commitment to supporting the democratization and EU integration of the Union’s eastern and southeastern neighbors, the post-communist members have not done much to coordinate their democracy promotion efforts. Nor have the Eastern EU members coordinated their efforts with Western EU members interested in the Western Balkans and the former USSR. Despite some suggestions that the Visegrad forum and the V4+B3 platform (the Visegrad countries and the former Baltic republics of the Soviet Union) be used to coordinate the democracy promotion activities of participating countries, the consultation of democracy assistance policies, coordination of diplomatic activities, and exchange of information among the post-communist donors are not only rare but also still based mainly on personal contacts. This has led to gaps, overlaps, and inefficiencies in the Eastern European diplomatic support for democratization abroad. Moreover, Poland—the only middle power in the Eastern EU group of mostly small countries—has tended to look for partners among the big Western EU members and to take for granted the support of the other post-communist donors. In general, the Eastern European countries have had a poor record of trying to build coalitions within the EU.

The post-communist members have not done much to coordinate their democracy promotion efforts.
Democracy Assistance

Many of the Eastern EU members do not consider themselves new donors because they used to provide assistance to developing countries “on the road to socialism.” As they restructured their economies in the post-communist period and entered clubs such as the OECD and later the EU, they were required by these international organizations and increasingly encouraged by Western donors to once again provide development assistance. With support from the United Nations Development Program and a few established donors, some Eastern EU countries began setting up these new aid mechanisms in the late 1990s. By the mid-2000s, they were already fully functional in all Eastern EU states except Bulgaria and Romania. Most have set up a department for development cooperation within their ministry of foreign affairs. Slovakia is the only country to also set up an independent agency responsible for project selection and management, while the Czech Republic is the only one to establish a special Human Rights and Transition Policy Department. Eastern European development aid, including democracy assistance, is implemented through projects proposed by non-state actors, businesses, and central and local state institutions. Moreover, a few Eastern European donors have also set up small grants funds within some of their embassies abroad and, as a result, provide additional democracy aid directly to state and non-state actors in partner countries.

Because most of the Eastern EU countries are relatively small, the total democracy aid they have provided amounts to “a tiny drop in the aid business.” In 2006, for instance, these donors together supplied about €12 million ($17.5 million) in democracy assistance; compare this to the estimated €340 million ($500 million) given in the same year by Sweden alone. Still, given the relative cost effectiveness of the post-communist democracy assistance programs, even such small amounts of Eastern EU funding have the potential to make a meaningful contribution.

Moreover, the Eastern European rates of democracy assistance as a percentage of overall development aid are about average for the donor community. The second least generous Eastern European donor, Hungary, spends 0.7 percent of its official development assistance on democracy projects—the same share as France. The most generous democracy promoter (according to this measure), Estonia, contributes 8 percent of its official development assistance to democracy projects and thus compares favorably to the United States, the UK, and Germany; all of those influential democracy promoters contribute between 7 and 9 percent. The majority of post-communist democracy promoters spend about 2 percent, which is also the rate of the EU’s democracy
assistance to development assistance. Still, the Eastern European donors lag behind some of the Nordic countries. The Netherlands spends 12 percent of its official development aid on assisting democracy abroad; Denmark contributes 13 percent; and Sweden, 24 percent.26

In addition, even if democracy support is a small proportion of overall development aid, which includes mostly contributions to multilateral organizations and “tied aid,” it represents a high proportion of Eastern EU bilateral development assistance projects.27 The majority of the Eastern European donors regularly sponsor bilateral democracy assistance projects that represent about 30 percent of all their bilateral development assistance projects.28 For some countries, such as Latvia and Poland, this number is as high as 46 percent and 45 percent, respectively. Even the second least active donor, Hungary, funds bilateral democracy projects that are about a quarter of all its bilateral development projects. Unfortunately, similar data are not available for Western democracy promoters. Recipients of international democracy assistance in Ukraine and Belarus report that a larger share of the aid provided by the Eastern European donors goes to democracy than of the assistance offered by Western donors.29

Most of the democracy assistance provided by the Eastern EU members is allocated to only a few recipients. As a result, Poland, for example, gave more democracy assistance to Ukraine in 2006 than did Sweden and the UK combined.30 And another example: More Ukrainians receive scholarships funded by the Visegrad Four than by the rest of the EU put together.31

It is often not the amount of aid that matters but the quality of the projects through which it is distributed. Recipients of Eastern European aid have often remarked on the usefulness of this assistance.32 Just as important, the Eastern European development assistance systems have provided a framework and funding for cooperation between the Eastern EU governments and the nongovernmental organizations in their own countries that are also interested in supporting democratization abroad; many post-communist diplomats see such civic organizations as strategic partners with much expertise and potential for influence on the ground.

Still, as new donors in the democracy domain, Eastern European governments provide only very modest (if growing) funds. And much of this funding is usually absorbed by donor country actors rather than directly by the beneficiaries. Moreover, the Eastern EU administrative capacity to provide aid remains underdeveloped.

A majority of the Eastern EU member states do not even have independent aid agencies; their democracy assistance is provided through development cooperation departments within their foreign ministries. This is in part to maintain political control over the distribution of development aid. As a result, democracy assistance, much like diplomatic democracy promotion, has been vulnerable to the inconsistencies and shifts in the foreign policy priorities of
some of the Eastern EU countries. A few of these aid systems have even been rocked by corruption scandals, and many of them have become targets of local businesses interested in increasing the share of development aid that gives them work abroad and facilitates their international ventures.

Also, most of these aid departments have been set up only within the last five years and still support primarily a number of small projects. They do not systematically invest in multi-annual or multilateral programs. And while some of the Eastern European embassies do provide small grants, funds distributed through them have been reduced since 2008 because of a “lack of administrative capacity.” Because international development is not yet a prestigious foreign service track in Eastern Europe and because there are still few diplomats from the region with experience in international development, some of the post-communist foreign ministries have found it difficult to recruit and retain high-quality aid officers. Many Eastern EU foreign ministries have sought to recruit local civic democracy promoters to work part time or full time in their development cooperation departments, which has improved their expertise but has also increased turnover and eroded institutional learning in some cases. And because of poor coordination of aid priorities and funds among these donors, there are both overlaps and gaps in the assistance provided by Eastern EU donors.

Following the general thrust of their foreign policies overall, the democracy aid efforts of the Eastern EU members are mostly directed at their eastern and southeastern neighborhoods. Although some are involved in the reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq, their contribution is limited to socioeconomic development assistance. An exception is the Czech Republic, which has made Iraq a democracy assistance priority. The Czech Republic again is the only post-communist donor with something of a global democracy promotion agenda. And while Hungary is the other country with a program outside Europe (reaching China and Vietnam), it remains a hesitant and somewhat reluctant aid provider. Most of these donors have no presence in Latin America, Africa, Asia, or the Middle East.

Even in their neighborhood, the Eastern EU donors usually pay attention to just a handful of recipients and most often prioritize just two or three. (For the priority recipients of the Eastern European democracy promotion efforts, see Table 1.) Moreover, most of the Eastern European democracy promoters have generally shied away from targeting the regional illiberal power—Russia. Only Poland and Lithuania give some minimal democracy assistance to civic actors there. Also, few of the Eastern European democracy promoters work in the southern Caucasus (outside of Georgia) and none in Central Asia. In fact, most of these donors target a subset of the same five recipients: Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Georgia, and Serbia. And while there has been little programmatic coordination or collaboration, there is something like a gentlemen’s agreement about a geographical division of labor among the Eastern European democracy
promoters: Poland has taken the lead on supporting the democratization of Ukraine both bilaterally and through the EU; Lithuania has taken the lead on Belarus; Estonia, on Georgia; Latvia (but more recently also Romania), on Moldova; Slovakia, on the Western Balkans (Serbia); and the Czech Republic, on Cuba.

**Table 1. Geographical Democracy Assistance Priorities by Donor Country**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECIPIENT</th>
<th>DONOR COUNTRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eastern Europe</strong></td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Caucasus</strong></td>
<td>Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Balkans</strong></td>
<td>Serbia (Montenegro)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia-Herzegovina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle East Americas</strong></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:**  
* Democracy Assistance Recipient (at least one project a year on average);  
** Democracy Assistance Priority for the Donor.

a Hungary has not made public the complete list of its development assistance projects. Moreover, the recipient countries eligible for such assistance have changed somewhat over time. In 2003, Budapest declared its development assistance recipients as Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Vietnam, Macedonia, Moldova, Mongolia, Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan, Palestinian Authority, Ethiopia, Yemen, Cambodia, Laos, Afghanistan, and Iraq. In 2008 they were Serbia, Belarus, Moldova, Albania, Cuba, Palestinian Authority, and North Korea. Budapest’s diplomatic democracy promotion priorities have been Serbia, Ukraine, and Moldova, but in the late 2000s, Hungary also maintained a human rights dialogue with China and with Vietnam. The analysis here is based on a combination of the diplomatic and assistance priorities of Hungary. Áron Horváth, “Hungary’s Democracy Assistance Policies and Priorities,” in Jacek Kucharczyk and Jeff Lovitt, eds., *Democracy’s New Champions: European Democracy Assistance after EU Enlargement* (Prague: PASOS, 2008), 51–80.

b Slovenia has not published a list of projects, so the analysis here is based on the year in which a development cooperation partnership agreement was concluded with each country: Serbia and Montenegro in 2003, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Macedonia in 2005, Moldova in 2007, and Albania in 2008. See www.mzz.gov.si/si/zunanja_politika/mednarodno_razvojno_sodelovanje_in_humanitarna_pomoc/

c Romania’s priorities here are derived by cross-referencing the list of declared future development assistance recipients and the list of actual diplomatic democracy promotion targets.
The Civic Side

Another element of Eastern European democracy support is the work of various post-communist civic organizations that have developed international democracy aid efforts, what I call the post-communist civic democracy promoters. People in Need in the Czech Republic, the Stefan Batory Foundation and the East European Democratic Center in Poland, and the Pontis Foundation in Slovakia are some of the most active Eastern EU civic democracy promoters. Their initiatives reflect solidarity with and an impulse to respond to demands from pro-democratic activists in neighboring countries to the east and south as well as beyond. (For the geographical priorities of the major NGOs supporting democratization abroad in the top three Eastern European democracy promoters, see table 2.) Much of their work is funded by Western donors—as a result of U.S. foundations’ support for some of these NGOs and also their capacity to win support from the EU and other Western European donors. As they started withdrawing from Central and Eastern Europe, many Western donors invited some of their major NGO recipients to become regranters of aid and to serve as consultants or subcontractors in Western-funded projects to the east and southeast. Meanwhile, as Eastern EU development aid systems have been set up, funds for this civic democracy aid work have started becoming available from within Eastern European countries themselves. These new aid systems have further increased the number and diversity of the Eastern EU nongovernmental organizations involved in supporting democracy abroad (by funding groups beyond those that regularly win Western grants).

Most Eastern European civic democracy promoters primarily provide technical assistance. They develop projects through which they can share their experiences with the political, economic, and societal transformations in their own countries: training, conferences, and the publication of manuals or of research summarizing their transition experiences as well as some experiential activities, such as inviting recipients to observe or participate in ongoing projects at home or to visit the Eastern EU members to study how different democratic institutions (such as civil society, local governments, independent media, and parliaments) work in practice. The Eastern European civic democracy promoters tend to work mostly with civic recipients. To the extent that they target state institutions abroad, they usually work with individual politicians.

Some Eastern European NGOs have also been engaging in more political activities such as educating, lobbying, and monitoring their own diplomats, the EU, and recipient governments as well as raising awareness at home and abroad about democracy and human rights violations around the globe. Given the international recognition of their work and their domestic reputation, the...
Eastern European civic democracy promoters have had the ear of policy makers at the domestic and EU level.36 They tend to formally or informally advise their governments about these countries’ development, including democracy, assistance laws, strategies, and annual programs and also about these EU member states’ general foreign policy in democracy-promotion priority countries. The umbrella group of Polish development NGOs, for example, advises and monitors the development policy of the Polish foreign ministry; additionally, an informal group of experts from NGOs working in the post-communist region meets several times a year with representatives from different state institutions to discuss Poland’s and the EU’s eastern neighborhood policy, including democracy promotion within it. In another example, some of the biggest Slovak civic democracy promoters (the Institute of Public Affairs, the Slovak Foreign Policy Association, People in Peril, and the Pontis Foundation) work

Table 2. Geographical Democracy Promotion Priorities of the Members of the Polish, Czech, and Slovak National Development NGO Platforms
Percent of NGOs Providing Democracy Assistance to Recipient Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL PARTNER COUNTRY</th>
<th>POLAND</th>
<th>CZECH REPUBLIC</th>
<th>SLOVAKIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia-Herzegovina</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonia</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with the Slovak foreign ministry, the Slovak representation to the EU, and the European Partnership for Democracy to shape the democracy promotion and neighborhood policy agendas of Slovakia and the EU.

At the same time, many of these NGOs still do most of their democratization work at home and, as a result, have limited financial and personnel resources to devote to their international activity. Additionally, some of the leading Eastern EU nongovernmental organizations working abroad have lost some of their most experienced activists to the local foreign ministry and other European institutions doing democracy promotion work. Most of these NGOs also tend to work with recipient organizations with which they already have ties, which further restricts their geographical reach. Moreover, instead of striving to innovate, many NGOs frequently export their most successful domestic programs. In addition to such limitations of scope and repertoire, most of the Eastern EU civic democracy promoters have no independent sources of funding. As a result, they remain dependent on external funding for their international work and still allocate most of their project funding for project implementation rather than their own institutional development.37 Thus, while the Eastern EU civic democracy promoters have much to offer, their future successes in the field will depend on how they manage the challenges they face, especially their still-limited capacity to do international work and their dependence on external funding.

**Advantages in Practice**

The recent democratization experience of the Eastern European democracy promoters provides them with tried “recipes” for a number of transition challenges—a set of steps to follow to defeat authoritarians (breakthrough) or achieve particular reform objectives (consolidation). In fact, the post-communist donors are very consciously and purposefully passing along best practices and lessons they have learned about what worked at home and what did not on the road to market democracy and Euro-Atlantic integration.38 These successes give the Eastern European activists credibility to advise, inspire, and motivate those fighting for and struggling with their own transition to democracy. Of all the best practices they can share, the Eastern European democracy promoters have tended to tailor their efforts to the democratization needs of the individual recipients.39 They have also tended to work in their neighborhood and especially in countries with which they have historical and political ties.

Consequently, there has often been a better fit between recipient countries and the practices exported by the Eastern donors than the fit between the same recipient conditions and the practices promoted by Western donors. Additionally, the Eastern European democracy promoters frequently know their counterparts better and have much more knowledge about their cultural
traditions, authoritarian practices or legacies, and local power relations than do many of the Western donors working in the same countries.

Western and Ukrainian political actors involved in responding to the Orange Revolution in Ukraine in 2004, for example, note that Polish President Alexander Kwasniewski “was the most active of the mediators” and “made the most creative contributions” because of his “relationships with key Ukrainian players,” “his knowledge of the situation on the ground,” and the fact that he “was best prepared” and “could draw upon his own experience as a participant in the 1989 Polish roundtable negotiations.”40 Also, while the institutional presence of the European Union “carried great weight,” preexisting personal relationships appear to have nonetheless been “more important” to the credibility of the mediators: According to Western and Ukrainian observers, Kwasniewski’s success as a moderator seems to have been based on the fact that he sought to speak for and involve the EU and, much more important, that the two camps “knew” and had “confidence” in him personally.41

Because of such local knowledge and personal relationships, the Eastern European players have not been afraid to fund and partner with small and sometimes unknown NGOs and some NGOs outside the capital city.42 Similarly, because of their previous “trust-based dialogue” with recipients, the Eastern European activists have been able to broach “areas that can be very tricky for post-Soviet societies, such as combating corruption or engaging NGOs in the policy-making process.”43 What is more, criticism coming from the Eastern European actors has been felt more like peer pressure and has thus been accepted “much more patiently” in countries in transition in the neighborhood than if it were coming from Brussels or other EU-15 capitals.44 Especially at the civic level, recipient NGOs report feeling “ownership” as they were able to help shape the “objectives, activities, target audience” of projects as equals to their Eastern European partners, thus also ensuring that assistance reflects better the needs of beneficiaries.45

Since they are borrowing from their own transition experience, each of the Eastern EU countries has developed a particular area of expertise, which has produced distinctive national thematic investments and unique preferences for particular policy instruments. Hungary, for instance, prefers to implement democracy assistance projects with the consent of the host government and has emphasized human rights and especially minority rights.46 Czech diplomats believe in the power of international condemnation of oppressive regimes, and Slovakia has uniquely invested in the development of groups to monitor media and elections.47

At the same time, except for a few innovative practices—such as Slovak attention to think tanks in Belarus, Polish scholarships for the Ukrainian
Countries that are not free appear to be less sensitive than partially free countries to democratic diffusion and external democratization support.
have faced some competition from big Western European players such as Germany and the UK that are interested in the east and southeast and from ardent democracy promoters such as the Nordic countries. Much more important, these ambitions have developed at a time of waning Western enthusiasm for democracy promotion. So the Eastern European efforts to increase involvement by the EU and NATO in the European neighborhood have encountered additional resistance from Western European capitals. However, despite such challenges, the expertise and zeal of the Eastern Europeans have helped make their voices heard. The Eastern EU democracy promoters have managed to keep the democratization laggards in the post-communist space high on the agenda of a number of Euro-Atlantic organizations. This has been crucial to creating a generally congenial environment for democratization in that region. The appeal of Euro-Atlantic membership, for example, is believed to have been important to the success of the electoral revolutions in Serbia, Georgia, Ukraine, and Moldova. And by regranting Western aid and serving as consultants or subcontractors in Western projects, the Eastern European activists have influenced how Western assistance has been implemented at the operational level as well.

Perhaps not surprisingly, it is in the hybrid democracies in the European space that the post-communist donors have had the most impact. It should be noted, however, that some of these breakthroughs have proven to be rather short-lived. The modest but positive trend toward democratization after the Rose Revolution in Georgia in 2003 was reversed by the revolution’s organizers in 2007; after the Georgian-Russian conflict in 2008, the Georgian regime became increasingly illiberal. The democratization gains in the aftermath of the Ukrainian Orange Revolution of 2004 were also reversed in just five years. When power was turned over to the unreformed successors of the pre-2004 illiberal regime as a result of the 2010 elections, the country started moving down an authoritarian path.

The post-communist EU donors have had even less success with autocracies in the post-communist space. On the one hand, the Eastern EU democracy promoters have not paid much attention to the illiberal regimes ruling Eurasia. On the other hand, even though many of the post-communist donors have prioritized the Belarusian question and have demonstrated a long-term commitment and a dynamic and evolving approach to resolving it, their efforts have been to no avail. This is perhaps not surprising because countries that are not free appear to be less sensitive than partially free countries to democratic diffusion and external democratization support. Nevertheless, it has deeply concerned and disappointed these donors, which have been fairly confident that most democracy promotion endeavors could be as successful elsewhere as they were in their home countries.
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